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Moolmans is ISO 9001: 2015, ISO 14001: 2015 and OSHAS 18001:2007 certified
and is a certified Level 2 BBBEE service provider

COMPANY PROFILE

Moolmans offers specialised services to
the industry, from open cut mining to shaft
sinking and access development, and
underground mining.
What we do ....
OPEN CUT MINING

SHAFT SINKING

UNDERGROUND MINING

With over 40 years’ experience in both hard
and soft rock environments, mining a range of
commodities. Moolmans offers a complete open
cut mining capability, from short-term waste mining
and bulk earthmoving to a complete and long-term
mining solution.

Moolmans is a world leader in shaft sinking
and access development, with expertise to sink
and equip both vertical and decline shafts of
various diameters to depths of more than 2 000
metres, through all types of rock formations.

Moolmans has built extensive experience in coal,
platinum, gold, copper and manganese mining,
encompassing various mining methods, and the
expertise to undertake any mining venture.

OUR VALUES

Our core values differentiate and drive us to be a leader in the delivery of
infrastructure, industrial and resource solutions in our core markets.
We do not compromise on and hold each other accountable to our values of:
1 Safety and care
“Home Without Harm Everyone
Everyday”. We care for the health
and wellbeing of our people, the
communities we work in and for
our environment.

2 Honesty and integrity

3 Customer focus

We do what is right — consistently
and transparently.

We build relationships by
engaging, listening, understanding,
collaborating and delivering on our
promises with excellence.

4 Working together

5 Performance excellence

We are team players who are committed
to the Aveng purpose, mission and
values. We respect, cooperate and
collaborate with each other, tapping into
our rich diversity.

We are clear about results and what we
need to do to get there. We deliver with
excellence as we strive to create everimproving value to our stakeholders.

OPERATIONS

Moolmans owns and operates a diverse fleet of
mining equipment to deliver on-site operating
requirements for clients.
To ensure maximum availability, utilisation and
productivity, Moolmans has developed effective
and accredited maintenance systems over
more than 60 years of operation and tailored to
sustainably maximise equipment life.

Excavators/Face
Shovels

Dump Trucks:
Rigid & articulated

Number:
39

Number:
192

Mass Range:
<100 to 700 tonnes

Mass Range:
100 - 200 tons

Drill Rigs: Fixed &
telescopic boom,
reverse circulation
Number:
55

Support Equipment:
Dozers, graders,
wheel loaders, water
trucks, etc
Number:
122

Underground
Equipment: Drill rigs,

LHDs, utility vehicles and
various support vehicles,
single and double drum kibble
winders, stage winders and
single drum winches

Number:
59

SAFETY

• Moolmans continues to sustain the good safety performance recorded in the past
financial year.
• In addition, the business continues to minimise the number of lost time injuries by
sharing and endorsing incident learnings. These form part of weekly risk-based
safety campaigns that are shared across the business.
• Moolmans’ SHEQ IMS (Integrated Management System) continues to be a key
enabler wherein safety, health and wellness, environment and quality are managed
on a single platform. These four key disciplines are embedded into all mining and
maintenance activities, further enabling our employees to fully understand pertinent
risk controls for all mining activities.
• At Moolmans, we respect people’s culture and heritage in any location that we
operate in and no operating condition or urgency of service can ever justify
endangering the life of anyone.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Moolmans recognises that the success of our operations relies on a climate of
economic and social prosperity. Our ability to create value for our stakeholders is
dependent on our business being financially stable and requires us to conduct our
activities in a manner supportive of sustainability, which includes the efficient and
ethical management of all our resources and our stakeholder relationships.
Moolmans is committed to investing in and making a contribution to the development
of local communities within which it operates, the mission being to promote and
enhance an environment for sustainable socio-economic development (SED) by
facilitating the implementation of programmes that will enhance the quality of life for
local communities.

TRANSFORMATION

At Moolmans we embrace transformation as an essential and strategic business
sustainability imperative. The strategic goal is to address imbalances of the past by
encouraging meaningful change. The business has made good progress in implementing
key transformation initiatives, including identifying, training, recruiting and retaining
black professionals; supporting socio-economic development, with an emphasis on
localised transformation in the communities in which Moolmans operates; and creating
opportunities for black-owned emerging micro-enterprises and qualifying small enterprises
to access Moolmans’ procurement expenditure.
Moolmans recognises the importance of investing in the development of local
communities within which the business operates. Our goal is to advance transformation
objectives through collaborative and mutually beneficial partnerships that enable
sustainable access to economic opportunities for communities.
In South Africa, Moolmans, a subsidiary of Aveng Africa, is a Level 2 BBBEE contributor in
South Africa when measured against the revised B-BBEE Codes of Good Practice.
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